6 Refashioning the West to dispel its fears
The early G7 summits
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We are facing ‘a deep recession – the worst since 1945’, German chancellor Helmut Schmidt reminded his colleagues at the
first meeting of the European Council in December 1974, ‘and [it] could turn into a depression’.1 Less than a year later, at the
first G6 summit at Rambouillet, he emphasized that economic indicators were not the only metric that defined the crisis and
warranted a pessimistic caution, ‘the depth of the recession had been partly due to psychological uncertainty’. 2 Perceptions,
attitudes and outlooks were no less relevant elements in the psychology of angst which presided over the summoning of new
summits in the mid-1970s.
Several thorny issues were crowding in, and combining in a kaleidoscopic jumble of gloomy predictions, fractured
meanings, and indistinct fears. The oil price spike had brought a serious payments imbalance, foreshadowing a large-scale
redistribution of power and resources away from the industrialized countries. Monetary issues amplified the sense of disarray
as Western governments tried to surmise how to navigate the still-untested waters of freely floating currencies. 3 Suddenly
deprived of the familiar consensus-building tools of the politics of growth, the industrial democracies’ leaders had also to
contend with pessimistic forecasts on environmental limits to growth and democracy’s alleged difficulty at accommodating
multiple demands.4 The coordinating function of US leadership was at an all-time low in the wake of Vietnam and Watergate.
US-European relations were strained on several fronts and marred by mutual doubt, if not suspicion, about the lure of
potentially divergent paths.5 Even the otherwise-encouraging horizon of East–West détente encompassed a good dose of
ambivalence about its long-term consequences.6 And then there was the uncertainty stemming from the unevenly distributed
but globally perceived societal and cultural upheaval encapsulated in the stereotype of ‘the Sixties’ (in America) or ‘1968’ (in
Europe). It epitomized not only new pressures and demands, but the dissolution of established points of reference within a
hazy and unfathomable cultural flux.7
No wonder, then, if the word itself – ‘crisis’ – was ubiquitous. The oil crisis dominated the headlines, where it morphed
seamlessly into economic recession in the West and a simmering Middle Eastern emergency. Communist leaders from
Brezhnev to Berlinguer announced a burgeoning crisis of capitalism and echoed radical Third World spokesmen in forecasting
the retreat of imperialism epitomized by the iconic footage of the last helicopter abandoning the roof of the US embassy in
Saigon.8 Meanwhile, revolution in Portugal coupled with political volatility in Italy, and an imminent but still inscrutable
change of regime in Spain, spelled a crisis of instability on Europe’s Southern rim.9
Much as we historians have come to retrospectively cast the mid-1970s as a rich moment of change and transition to new
paradigms, the ‘shock of the global’ came as an unqualified shock to the contemporaries who were simply confused and
disconcerted, with no redeeming new vistas yet in sight.10 Every problem, every policy issue floated in a complex, mobile
field of interactions where it was difficult to find, much less rely upon, a solid conceptual and empirical anchorage. As the
geometry and dynamics of international relations shifted at many levels, and domestic politics often grew fractious and
contentious, policy-makers were particularly beset by ‘the collapse of economic predictability’, which invalidated much of
their tool-box: ‘the deeper problem was … a crisis in ideas and intellectual authority’.11
The first issue then was how to read such multiple crises, how to interpret their interconnectedness. Many features –
OPEC’s assertiveness or environmentalist discourses on finite natural resources – were unprecedented. Cultural and lifestyle
changes in the wake of the 1960s were also difficult to pigeonhole within the established categories of growth politics. But the
risk inherent in recession and monetary disorder was liable to be encased in an immediately available pattern as it evoked
lucid, anxious memories of the 1930s. From post-war reconstruction throughout the long boom the Depression had remained
the quintessential negative template against which current conditions and trends were assessed. In particular, the danger of
societal, political and international unravelling as a consequence of world economic disorder was the paramount historical
lesson upon which the whole notion of Western interdependence had been premised.12
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt’s keen sensitivity to the nexus between economic and political instability was obviously rooted
in German history, hence his repeated warnings on the danger of protectionist and nationalist responses to the crisis. 13 His
concern about an uncontrolled spreading of disorder, however, was far from unique. The historical analogy with the 1930s
sequence of recession, social unrest, political instability and the weakening of democratic allegiance was also emphasized by
the British Foreign Office on the eve of Rambouillet:
if world trade declines and financial instability increase[s], talk of a ‘crisis of capitalism’ is bound to spread.… We
remember how the economic difficulties of the ’30s encouraged the rise of dictators.… The danger is both internal and
external [as Communists and radicals] will be more encouraged to challenge the existing system, the more they think it is
approaching collapse.14

A European project among the spectres of the 1930s
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It was in this intellectual and psychological environment, shaded by the fear of crisis, that the European Council and the G7
came into being. These new and soon-institutionalized summits had their roots in the shared urge to reaffirm and strengthen
Western interdependence while updating its decision-making mechanisms to the new conditions. Above all, to reassert its
value as the only framework within which the crisis could be fought, its potentially disintegrative effects exorcized. Whether
or not we evaluate them as effective tools for international governance in empirical terms – and the jury is obviously still out
on this15 – the summits had a key symbolical significance. They communicated to the public, and simultaneously reassured
the policy-making élites themselves, that cooperation was the only possible game, that coordination vis-à-vis the potentially
centrifugal effects of the multiple crises they faced was necessary and feasible. Gathering together to discuss, if not to
effectively enact, a coordinated response was in itself the first line of defence, the proof that the crisis was not uncontrollably
spreading its tentacles. The analogy with the 1930s operated primarily at this level. Not as a rigid template for dubious
historical parallels, nor as a recipe for specific policies, but as a powerful warning against the slippery slope and eventual
precipice.
A corollary to this argument is that it worked with particular force among West Europeans, and not only because Europe
had been the very centre, in many ways the active core, of the 1930s crisis’s disintegrating effects, and therefore the
meaningful stage for its perceived historical lesson. But also because the very process of post-war integration had been
premised upon the notion – even more, the sentiment – that Europeans must never repeat those mistakes. Integration was
understood as the redeeming, uplifting response to the historical and moral crisis of Europe, its renaissance after the abyss. In
much of the rhetoric that surrounded integration (and in its vaguely federalist public understanding in much of continental
Western Europe) the very idea that cooperation was the pre-emptive and sole response to the dangers of crisis operated as the
foundational myth of European integration. The emotional and intellectual legacy of the 1930s embodied in the word crisis, in
short, was that the inverse of European cooperation could only be catastrophe.16
When the actual crisis struck, with the 1974 recession, European integration had already been in an upswing mode for some
time. The successful completion of the Common Market had nurtured a refreshed confidence. New government leaders like
Willy Brandt, Georges Pompidou and Edward Heath had overcome previous stumbling blocks and ushered in new
possibilities. Domestic pressures and trans-Atlantic disarray had urged them to search for innovative solutions often pivoted
on a more robust and ambitious integration. From its 1969 summit at the Hague, the EC went on a ‘quest for deepening,
widening and completion’ that inaugurated attempts at monetary coordination and more far-reaching social policies, brought
the accession of Great Britain (as well as Denmark and Ireland), and institutionalized a new habit – certainly incomplete and
yet unprecedented – of foreign policy cooperation among the member states.17 Many of these efforts turned out to be only
partially successful, and often rebounded in frustration, but they reflected, and further strengthened, the widespread view that
jointly organized responses were the most advantageous, if not the only available solutions for West European states. 18
It was not merely an issue of interests and functionality, although these obviously remained paramount at the policy level.
In West European government circles and in the still hesitant, elitist, fractured but nascent European public sphere shaped by
quality newspapers and policy academics, the ‘discursive construction of European self-understanding’19 was articulating a
new language. The 1950s emphasis on the need to restore Europe to the key role bestowed by its alleged cultural superiority
had been eclipsed by the defeat of empire, the challenge of American modernity, the corrosive domestic self-criticism of the
late 1960s with its anti-imperial ethos.20 In its stead, a less emphatic but more expansive reading of integration was emerging,
which built upon its achievements to depict a European self-identification rooted not so much in the continent’s past as in its
recent norms and practices of cooperation. The 1973 ‘Declaration on European Identity’ formalized it and proposed to project
it abroad by positing ‘the Europe of the Nine’ as a model whose very existence and increasing international role ‘will benefit
the whole international community since it will constitute an element of equilibrium and a basis for co-operation with all
countries’.21 Some policy intellectuals went further, praising the EC as ‘the exemplar of a new stage in political civilization’,
a ‘civilian power’ most adept at interpreting the key requirement of interdependence; the need ‘to domesticate relations
between states’ by driving them to ‘the sense of common responsibility and structures of contractual politics’ that the EC
epitomized.22 West Europeans, and the EC in particular, had to act in the international arena on the assumption that ‘the
process which forms the basis of their own union does not stop at the borders of the Community’; that interdependence ought
to mean ‘extending the areas of international life governed by contract’.23
As these ideas were delineating the initial contours of a self-image that the EC/EU would successfully cultivate and assert
over the next three decades, eventually making the notion of a ‘civilian power’ commonplace, the policy challenges facing
West Europeans were less amenable. The larger international role the EC was seeking could be achieved in a few areas most
pliable to its economic strength and contractual method, like negotiating the Helsinki accords on European security and
cooperation, or facilitating Southern Europe’s democratic transitions.24 On the key issues affecting trans-Atlantic
interdependence, however, unity was harder to achieve; divergent national priorities often remained paramount, and the EC’s
‘exemplary’ nature proved to be far less determinative. The strategic imbalance ingrained in the Atlantic alliance, with
Western Europe’s enduring need for American protection, obviously circumscribed its possibilities (the preference for a
‘civilian power’ was, after all, no less a necessity than a principled choice). Washington’s determination to move towards
fluctuating currencies and to force monetary and commercial adjustment on its allies spurred them to seek monetary
coordination but made it also less sustainable. And on the crucial, intertwined issues of policies towards the Middle Eastern
crisis and oil supply strategies, the double strain arising from national economic priorities on the one hand, and American
pressures for Western solidarity on the other, overcame any endeavour at European unity.25
The decisions that led to the summits originated within this field of contradictory and yet intertwined trends towards a
stronger European role and a more effective trans-Atlantic coordination. Neither was felt to be achievable in isolation from
the other, nor in the absence of tighter instruments of control on the complex knot of policy issues to which the recessionary
plunge of 1974 added urgency and uncertainty. In an internal note written in the autumn of 1974, French president, Valéry
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Giscard d’Estaing, rationalized his proposal for a European summit meeting with reference to a perceived trend towards more
organized forms of regional compact: ‘Le monde s’organise, le pays arabes se concertant, l’Asie du Sud-Est monte en
puissance et ses États développent une intense cooperation: l’Europe doit s’organiser’,26 a figure of speech he would repeat in
his opening address of the Paris EEC summit, on 9 December 1974: ‘The world [is] becoming increasingly organized.…
Europe must become more organized too.’27
His listeners, however, would easily decode this evocation of a sort of zeitgeist. Concerned with US power no less than with
its apparent disarray, the French government had by then come to see the value of a collective European foreign policy role
and identity.28 In broad agreement with Helmut Schmidt and other leaders, Giscard envisioned a European intergovernmental
forum for political cooperation – where heads of state and/or government would have ‘restricted meeting[s] with full
subsequent publicity’29 – as the top, supreme level of the EC decision-making machinery. The European Council would set
the agenda, decide on high policy issues, facilitate mutual understanding and cohesion, arbitrate between competing EC
priorities, and circumvent bureaucratic stalemate. It would be Europe’s core institution and its highly visible, solemn face. It
would make clear to world public opinion, and reassure Europe’s own domestic one, that the EC was an effective actor
capable of strategic decisions vis-à-vis the multiple crises it was facing. In short, that Europe did and could matter. 30
Giscard’s view of a new body set on ‘giving direction to the Community’ by means of a top-down process (‘the channel of
impetus and influence leads down from it, not up to it’) made the smaller countries wary, but the European Council obviously
appealed to the bigger ones.31 The French president was transparently aiming at a new place and style in international politics
not only for Europe, but for France and himself. The British ambassador in Paris described it as pivoted on Giscard’s ability
‘to give the impression of talking to both the Russian and American leaders on behalf of Europe’. The broader concept behind
the creation of the European Council was Giscard’s ambitious idea of Europe ‘as a kind of eventual Middle Kingdom among
the great powers … the embryo of a great power in its own right’. There was of course more than a little sarcasm in this
representation, but even London shared Giscard’s desire to provide a ‘new impulsion’ for a Europe ‘in the doldrums’. In this
perspective, the first European Council summit was seen, in the end, as a success: ‘it lifted the head of Europe a bit’. 32
Its public perception, however, focused primarily on the trans-Atlantic dimension of Europe’s new move. Concern for the
future of Euro-American relations had been growing for quite some time. Appreciation of the US was at an all-time low in
polls of West European opinion. The EC was launching a ‘European Community Visitor Program’ meant to bring over young
American leaders, familiarize them with the Community, and win friends in the US. Quite characteristically, the French press
could hail the Paris summit as a first step to build ‘Europe as the morally superior non-imperialist alternative to the US’, while
German media emphasized ‘a European commonality of interest’ which included the need to safeguard trans-Atlantic unity. 33
That this was going to be the key issue was also clear in the discussions in Paris (and at the successive European Council
meeting in Brussels, in July 1975) and not only because opinions on the Middle Eastern crisis signalled divisions about the
degree of cooperation or confrontation with the US that each one was prepared to sustain, with France isolated in its more
radical approach.34 The threat of rising unemployment cast a dark shadow of concern on the Paris meeting, an anxiety
conveyed even through the detached note-taker of the British delegation. Many expressed the fear of divergent responses that
could tear apart the fragile fabric of interdependence. Explicit requests to Germany for bold reflationary policies were
advanced by Wilson and Giscard, the latter also promising to press US president Gerald Ford for expansionary policies. 35 Six
months later, in Brussels, the mood had worsened. The crisis had grown longer and deeper than expected, Giscard lamented,
while Schmidt labelled it ‘la plus grave depuis 1929’. The decrease in production and trade was beginning to show its social
consequences, and they could only grow more serious, but the feature ‘le plus choquant est l’absence total de concertation, de
réflexion à l’échelon des responsables politiques’ (Giscard). Europe alone, even with better coordination, had not sufficient
scale to deal with such large imbalances: ‘il faut une action commune des grandes puissances industrielles’ (Schmidt). The
debate therefore converged ‘sur la nécessité d’harmoniser les politiques économiques … avec les Etats-Unis et le Japon’
(Wilson).36

A Western summit to dissolve the psychology of crisis
From this, to the convening of a summit with the US and Japan, it retrospectively seems a very short step, but there was
nothing obvious in inventing an economic summit unprecedented in participation, agenda and profile. Schmidt later wrote that
the idea first emerged in a conversation with Giscard. They looked back to the ‘Library Group’ confidential meetings among
finance ministers and suggested to President Gerald Ford a similar, confidential get-together of heads of state and government,
which was tentatively agreed upon when they met at the Helsinki CSCE conference.37
However, the US administration was wary of any talk of economic coordination. It was what the Europeans always asked
‘because they are acutely conscious of the fact that what we do has greater impact on them than what they do has on us’. In
particular, the ideas of harmonizing interest rates, as Germany insisted, or locking currencies into semi-fixed exchange rates,
as France’s monetary ‘theology’ posited, were out of question. 38 The American economy was seemingly recovering well,
Washington was now firmly set on floating exchange rates and it had no desire to sacrifice its policy-making autonomy to
please France or Germany, nor did it have an immediately obvious interest in granting Japan and the Europeans an equal
leadership role at the symbolic level.
At the same time, unelected President Ford would be helped by a show of international leadership which would also
educate American voters (and Congress) to the realities of economic interdependence. He was well aware of the potential
consequences of an uncontrolled crisis for America’s allies: ‘it could be disastrous for democratic government if we were to
have adverse economic conditions develop in the future. Our economic picture is improving, but we can’t do it alone.’ 39
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Trans-Atlantic relationships had been badly shaken for quite some time and appeared vulnerable.40 Rejecting the proposal for
a summit would endanger them further, while a public demonstration of Western cohesion would enhance confidence and
could facilitate many of the ongoing negotiations.
Ford therefore accepted, as did, rather more expectedly, the government of Japan, which would attain from the summit the
symbolic recognition of its ascent to a major world role and status. Attention immediately turned to the meeting’s
participation and agenda. Giscard aimed at a small gathering of the five main economic powers, a sort of directorate of the
Western powers and industrialized economies. He successfully resisted US pressures for the inclusion of Canada but
eventually accepted the invitation of Italy, whose attendance was strongly sponsored by the US and Germany on purely
political grounds. Preparations for the summit were intertwined with the foreign ministers’ discussions about the crises in
Portugal and Italy, which the US, France, Germany, and the UK monitored with increasing concern. As they were trying to
devise and coordinate strategies to prevent the strengthening of communists in either country, Italy’s exclusion from the
summit appeared too dangerous a move, since it ‘would seriously weaken Italy’s Christian Democratic leadership with the
consequent adverse impact on NATO’.41
At stake here were the summit’s wider reverberations and public impact, an issue that would later characterize the history of
the G6/G7 meetings no matter how much effort was devoted to presenting them as solely focused on economic matters.
Parading the leaders of the main Western powers in an unprecedented gathering purportedly concerned with the crisis of their
capitalist economies, inevitably carried messages with strategic, political and public significance. The British cabinet
discussion before Rambouillet is quite symptomatic in this respect. At the height of détente, the East and the West were seen
as engaged in a struggle in which the latter had ‘great advantages’ due to its superior power of attraction as trade and contacts
multiplied, ‘but this of course presupposes the maintenance of economic and political stability in the West’. Even though the
Soviets were fully committed to détente, their opportunistic search for further gains remained a serious concern. There were
too many potentially weak links in the West (Portugal, Italy, perhaps Spain tomorrow) which the robust local communist
parties might be tempted to exploit. A solid ‘common front’ of the West was therefore indispensable in psychological, no less
than in political and economic, terms.
Whatever the economic solution to our problems, it is obviously politically important that European Communists should
not conclude that Western governments have lost control. The Summit meeting must give the impression that Western
leaders are united and confident and that they are able and determined to create conditions which will arrest economic
decline and in time restore prosperity and social progress.42
The preparation of the agenda for Rambouillet was no less fraught with implications that extended well beyond its specific
topics. To begin with, no public display or even hint of discord could be contemplated since it would have run counter to the
summit’s primary psychological purpose. This meant, above all, that the long-standing trans-Atlantic row on the monetary
system – which over time had congealed in a Franco-American dispute on fixed versus floating exchange rates – had to be
muted or settled. The preparatory meetings brought about the second option, much to the relief of everybody else. Floating
exchange rates were here to stay, as the Americans wanted, but the summit would express a commitment for ‘greater stability
… monetary authorities will act to counter disorderly market conditions, or erratic fluctuations, in exchange rates’. 43 The
statement paved the way to a new agreement within the IMF, finalized the following January in Jamaica, that put the
long-standing monetary dispute to rest and consolidated the new regime of market-based flexible exchange
rates.44
This, together with a unanimous commitment not only to resist pressures for protectionism but to further liberalize
multilateral trade, allayed European fears of further, uncontrolled dollar devaluation and projected the existence of at least a
minimum common denominator in the way the major Western governments intended to deal with the crisis. Rambouillet
spelled out very clearly that Western leaders would not resort ‘to the weapons of the 1930s’ which had led to ‘economic,
social and political evils’.45 It was therefore a crucial step in dispelling mutual concerns and laying to rest the spectre of a
spreading depression cascading into political disintegration.
The third item on the agenda, energy, was less amenable to significant agreement, and remained a point of mere discussion.
Information was exchanged on alternative supplies and domestic energy conservation programmes, but on long-term strategies
and relations with oil producers little could be achieved. Everybody agreed with Schmidt on the need to ‘find a way to break
up the unholy alliance between the LDCs and OPEC’ (even though ‘we cannot say so in so many words’) and ‘to find some
way to make OPEC more responsible’. But how to achieve that? Wilson praised cooperation and dialogue. Kissinger, on the
other hand, argued for ‘cohesion among the oil importers’ to pressure OPEC producers, divide them, and obtain better
conditions, to which Giscard retorted: ‘confrontation strengthens the hands of the radicals at the expense of the moderates’, 46
and therefore risks being self-defeating. Inevitably, the disagreement led to a few platitudes inserted in the final declaration,
but nothing more.
Finally, the critical issue facing all the participants – finding a way out of the recession without stoking up an already
rampant inflation – exposed the limits of collaboration and the cognitive and operational puzzle at the heart of the summit. To
begin with, no one had a solid analysis and a convincing recipe. The classical tools of demand management and growth
politics were of limited use, while the new trends towards global market interactions were just dimly perceived and scarcely
understood. (During the summit, for instance, Schmidt and Wilson engaged in a fleeting, quaint discussion on the future of
textile and car production in the advanced economies. It reveals an intuition that the solution to low-wage competition from
East Asia and Eastern Europe might ultimately reside in high-quality product specialization, but also a scant perception of the
impending crisis of heavy industry or the tendencies towards international specialization and relocation).47
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The essential dilemma of the summit is that – as a perceptive aide to Kissinger argued during the preparations – it will try to
project publicly that Western leaders are able to manage current problems at a time when they do not fully understand the
nature of the new types of problems they confront.48
The stated aims would therefore have to be modest, and their wording well calibrated, in order to avoid either the public
venting of the frustration everyone felt or overconfident but hardly credible statements. At the same time, every participant
pursued specific national goals and looked carefully at the message his domestic constituencies would receive from the
summit. The US administration was not terribly concerned about unemployment, and intended to extol the strong ongoing
upturn of the American economy and its own effort to promote a return to profitability, and did not want to be burdened with a
special responsibility for international recovery.49 Schmidt was also wary of pressures for further German reflation and
warned against excessive deficits fuelling inflation. Wilson, on the other hand, did not share Ford’s optimistic forecast and
emphasized the danger of long-term unemployment. He warned against ‘premature reduction in budget deficits’ by countries
with a balance of payments surplus, since this would endanger everybody’s recovery. Giscard was equally distant from Ford’s
optimistic views, stressed the need for more stability in exchange rates, and envisioned a path of moderate growth capable of
balancing the equally important concerns for unemployment and inflation.50
Tight coordination for a truly common action was implausible, and nobody seriously aimed at that. The objective the
summit could try to achieve was ‘a serious inquiry into common problems to achieve better understanding of them and how to
resolve them’. If this was done, with a frank exchange of views and a stated commitment to avoid any disruptive or
beggar-thy-neighbour action, the summit could result in ‘an improvement in public confidence, a realization by public opinion
that all nations face similar difficulties which cannot be overcome by painless panaceas’.51 And this is what it arguably did,
even though measuring its impact on public confidence remains an elusive goal.
Ultimately, the summit function was psychological and cultural. It was meant, as Gerald Ford put it, to ‘ensure that the
current world economic situation is not seen as a crisis in the democratic or capitalist system’, 52 and everyone else in the room
shared this basic premise. Thus, the true significance of the Rambouillet summit – on top of the specific agreements detailed
above – was simply that it took place, communicating accord rather than hopelessness and disarray. Actual policy results
might have appeared modest, with statements of intention more than anything else (a feature that would recur throughout
many G7 meetings) but in the aftermath of the meeting there was reassurance, if not outright relief, in feeling able to conclude
that ‘the threatened crisis of capitalism has been dispelled – for the moment at least’.53

The weakest links in the chain
Relief, however, was short-lived as many indicators of volatility soared. Inflation was rising in Italy and Great Britain, the
French franc had to leave the Snake in March 1976, and protectionist pressures were building up in the United States. Concern
was rising within the Ford administration about the twin risks of competitive depreciations and a trans-Atlantic trade war if
things got out of control. The US treasury claimed that ‘the roots of the difficulties lie in the domestic policies of the European
governments and there are no quick, practical solutions to the high and divergent rates of inflation’. Great Britain, and
especially Italy – whose economic vulnerability appeared compounded by its political fragility – had to adopt ‘internal
policies which can lead to stability’.54 Alan Greenspan, then chair of the Council of Economic Advisors, defined the problem
as ‘economic and political’ since Britain and Italy
have been consuming at levels beyond their production, meeting their external deficits through borrowing, and their budget
deficits through monetary expansion, consequently inflating their price levels and spreading inflation to the whole
community.
He discussed with President Ford about ‘steps … to achieve greater stability in the industrial nations’, and suggested that the
US and Germany coordinated ‘some form of financial aid programs tied to commitments by the sick countries to move ahead
on steps … to stabilize the whole economic situation’. Kissinger agreed, and in order to achieve that goal he proposed the
summoning of ‘another Rambouillet type meeting’.55 Less than six months had gone by since the first, tentative summit, and
the format already lent itself, ready-made, to replicas.
The idea took off as soon as word of it was uttered. Ten days later, in a couple of meetings under the heading ‘European
Economic Stabilization: Rambouillet II’, Greenspan told Kissinger that aid should be offered to Italy, and perhaps Britain,
‘with strong constraints, requiring these governments [to] slow down their budgetary growth’.56 A second summit, to be held
in the US at the beginning of the summer, would be ‘the ideal forum’ – according to Greenspan – for coordinating such an
action. Schmidt, Giscard and the new British prime minister James Callaghan were to be immediately consulted and involved
in its preparation.57
Aside from the potential emergency situation in the weakest links of Western economic interdependence, the US
administration had a political rationale of its own. Elections loomed upon an unelected president who was being seriously
challenged by Ronald Reagan in the Republican primaries. A show of high-profile international leadership would obviously
help. Ford wrote to Schmidt proposing a second summit ‘to ensure continued progress in the areas discussed at Rambouillet,
in taking a concerted approach to the problems facing such countries as Italy, and in further strengthening the cohesion among
the industrialized democracies’.58 His envoys, however, submitted a larger agenda to the Europeans, with discussions not only
on Italy and economic problems, but on East–West and North–South political issues as well. Kissinger, in particular, wanted
to use the summit to discuss closer cohesion on conditions for aid to the Third World and ‘a common approach’ on the terms
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for credit to the Soviet bloc countries. On both issues he was obviously looking for a stronger trans-Atlantic compact to
enhance – and publicize – US leadership; but his bid was met with scepticism and polite rejections in the European capitals. 59
Giscard, in particular, resisted the idea of a summit with the agenda suggested by the Americans. ‘We can’t have Italy the
only subject. We could discuss the recovery which is underway, and measures against inflation. But I am not sure if those are
dramatic enough for a meeting.’ He preferred a more restricted meeting of ‘the normal five’ (France, Germany, Japan, the UK
and US) to coordinate measures of financial support to Italy and devise a political strategy in the event of a communist party’s
success in the imminent elections.60 However, a conference on Italy would have been extremely awkward and almost
certainly counterproductive. The mere announcement of such a conference would have provided ammunition to PCI
propaganda, and further undermined the solidity and authority of the Christian Democratic government it was meant to
strengthen. The British government, for instance, agreed that Italian leaders should be pressed for economic adjustment, but
warned against any precipitate action or public message that could backfire with Italian voters.61
However, the White House was set on the idea of hosting a high-profile conference to emphasize Western cohesion and
leadership, especially on North–South issues. ‘We need more political rhetoric’, Henry Kissinger argued, on ‘the basic
political commitment of the industrialized democracies’. It must be made clear that ‘development comes from the major
countries’ (he stressed that ‘the LDCs have no other place to go’, although ‘the point should not be made that crudely’). The
summit was to convey a ‘central theme’ and that was that ‘the industrialized democracies are the engine of the world
economy’ and therefore the leaders that others, and especially the LDCs, had to follow.62
In the end, the Americans’ doggedness prevailed and an agreement was reached on a new fully-fledged summit, scheduled
for June 27–28 in Puerto Rico, with the participation of Italy and now also Canada. The Italian economic and political
situation was to be discussed in a ‘preliminary very private meeting … involving only the French, British, German and
Americans’.63 Thus, the new but lasting G7 configuration was born in a most bizarre circumstance. Italy was to be
simultaneously a G7 participating member and the object of secret consultations held next door by its most powerful allies. It
was an awkward, untenable arrangement, that obviously triggered an uproar when it became publicly known a few weeks
later.64
The summit programme eventually focused on economic policy issues, since France successfully resisted American
pressures for a broader political agenda. North–South relations were to be debated with a view to strengthening Western
coordination of aid policies, but disagreements were too broad to be bridged and no specific result was expected. Even
East–West problems were to be discussed only in terms of trade and financial relations, primarily in the attempt to avoid a
competitive race to the bottom on the interest rates offered for export credit to the socialist countries. The key issue, therefore,
was going to be the more-or-less stringent anti-inflationary commitment each government was prepared to undertake, with
particular attention to the fiscal policies of Great Britain and Italy. The ‘sick countries’ were still grappling with high levels of
unemployment and were wary of the austere budgetary and balance of payments policies urged by Washington and Bonn. The
US was proposing to nudge them towards deficit reduction and tighter fiscal discipline by offering the possibility of IMF
loans in excess of the standard quotas allowed under the existing Fund’s regulations.65
The second Western economic summit opened in a more confident atmosphere that contrasted quite markedly with the
prevailing ‘feeling of gloom’ that Callaghan recalled from Rambouillet. The worst of the crisis was assumed to be over.
Recovery was underway in the United States, Germany, Japan and France. A few of the participants at least felt that they were
finally getting a grip on the situation rather than being adrift. And that they could even congratulate themselves, as Helmut
Schmidt did rather grandly: ‘we led the world economy out of the deepest recession since the 1930s’. The task now was ‘to
transform recovery into sustained and lasting expansion’ (Giscard). The French president argued for reducing budget deficits
in order to rein inflation in, but he also stressed that unemployment was still very high and that each country had its own path,
and timing, to fiscal discipline. Schmidt and Ford were much less lenient and led the charge against the culture of
expansionary policies. The former stated that ‘employment increases are not possible in the face of growing rates of inflation’.
Only the return of confidence among investors would sustain growth, and this required ‘that prices be held in check’. The
latter praised their collective effort to avoid trade restrictions and his own rejection of domestic ‘overstimulative measures’.
The key problem was the ‘global inflationary climate’ that made consumers and business overcautious. Employment
expansion could come only by reversing and crushing those inflationary expectations. Thus, budget deficits had to be reduced
and resources shifted towards private investment. Callaghan objected to such a stringent priority on fighting inflation.
Unemployment remained too high and had to be seen as ‘a major social evil … a political issue’ with profoundly divisive
effects; ‘we find unemployment much more uncomfortable than high rates of inflation’. He praised Britain’s recently signed
income-policy agreement as a positive example of labour union restraint and ‘social cooperation’, and warned against a
general tightening. The growth of exports was essential, and efforts towards recovery ‘would be jeopardized if the stronger
economies overreact to inflation’. Italian prime minister Aldo Moro joined him in warning against ‘the risk of putting the
brakes on too hard’. Recovery was still fragile and unevenly distributed: ‘We need an increase in international growth to allow
recovery to spread to all countries.’ However, Ford and Schmidt remained adamant on the anti-inflationary priority and made
clear that the responsibility to reduce balance of payments imbalances could not rest on surplus countries. ‘Of perhaps greater
importance is the action needed on the part of the large deficit countries – the UK and Italy in particular – to reestablish stable
economic conditions.’ If necessary, Ford added, they might be offered special credit, but only if ‘tied to a rigorous and
detailed program of monetary and fiscal restraint’.66
The final declaration reflected this anti-inflationary emphasis:
Sustained economic expansion … cannot be achieved in the context of high rates of inflation.… Our commitment to
deliberate, orderly and sustained expansion, and to the indispensable companion goal of defeating inflation, provides the
basis for increased stability.
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In every other respect, however, it was an extremely vague document that reiterated ‘the interdependence of our destinies’ and
Rambouillet’s implicit message of reassurance: ‘close collaboration and better coordination are necessary among the
industrialized democracies. Our efforts must be mutually supportive, not competitive.’67
The G7 summit in Puerto Rico did not generate any important agreement. Policy coordination was praised and extolled
rather than practiced. The upbeat, self-congratulatory assessments of economic recovery voiced by Ford and Schmidt would
soon turn out to be premature. In retrospect, the entire meeting appears to have been of little significance, if not irrelevant. 68
Inconclusive as it was, the meeting confirmed, however, that a new dynamic was emerging. It would take a couple more years
before the Western summit was institutionalized as a yearly appointment with a given set of practices, but the path was being
traced. The gathering of leaders for confidential talks, mutual understanding, and a public display of cooperative intentions
was becoming a self-evident possibility if not yet a custom. The seven-nation composition devised for Puerto Rico would
remain stable until the early 1990s. Thus, the very occurrence of a second summit – notwithstanding its lack of results – added
a further layer to the Western leaders’ tentative, still experimental and yet ongoing ‘quest for some kind of collective
leadership’.69
Puerto Rico also exposed the extent to which the public impact and domestic reverberations of these summits could be –
and would indeed become – essential components of the G7 trajectory. In spite of its vagueness, the summit was hailed by its
hosts as ‘an extraordinary meeting’ (Greenspan) and ‘a testimony to the President’s leadership’ (Kissinger). The White House
obviously considered it a good publicity stunt. The day-after elation won over even Henry Kissinger, who at a cabinet meeting
waxed eloquent about the summit as historic proof that the West could conquer, and indeed overcome, its alleged crisis:
Not since the early 50s has there been such a spirit of cooperation among the allies. All this talk about the Soviet bloc being
on the offensive and the democracies on the decline just isn’t true. These leaders are dynamic and the West under this sort
of coordinated action can handle all the problems before us easily.70
This enthusiastic outlook was not shared by all the other participants, as their statements at Puerto Rico had made clear.
However, Kissinger was only exaggerating a collective mood, mainly for domestic purposes, rather than fabricating it out of
thin air, because this second summit had indeed revealed a noticeable shift in perceptions and assumptions.
Rambouillet had been about preventing a centrifugal fragmentation of the West, or at least exorcizing its dreaded spectre, in
the face of a seemingly intractable crisis. Puerto Rico could focus on the more circumscribed and supposedly manageable task
of securing the weakest links of Western interdependence precisely because the worst had been avoided or, more precisely,
because the worst fear had been mitigated. The metaphor of the 1930s would still recur here and there, but it was gradually
losing its frightening grip and urgency. In psychological terms, Puerto Rico signalled that relief had been achieved from the
nightmarish image of uncontrolled, cascading disintegration. ‘Our economies, and our democratic market system, have proved
to be resilient’, Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau said towards the end of the summit. ‘The whole world is now wiser
since we have all recognized the meaning of interdependence.’71
Coming soon after one another, Rambouillet and Puerto Rico reassured its participants that the West would not break apart
in mutual rivalry and recrimination, and could indeed attempt to strive for higher degrees of coordination and cooperation. It
is not too far-fetched to presume that most participants, as well as close observers, would have subscribed to the retrospective
assessment of the early summits’ significance advanced a few years later by Helmut Schmidt: ‘the meetings had not
accomplished great reforms and improvements but had helped to avoid major catastrophes … They had prevented lapses into
the beggar-thy-neighbour policies of the 1930s.’72
As they helped to overcome the early moment of disconcert, the first two G6/G7s also inaugurated a second, longer phase
during which the leaders would try to gauge, together, the new conditions they were in, grasp their various implications, and
construct adequate policy responses. At Puerto Rico in particular, the exchange between President Ford, who advocated a
liberalization of international capital flows and foreign direct investments, and Prime Minister Trudeau, who replied that most
countries ‘want to control their own domestic economic environment’, evidenced a key issue that would dominate the
approach to globalization for years to come.73 And the divisive debate on the priority to be given to the fight against inflation
or unemployment was just the first instalment of a contest that would cut through the G7 meetings (as well as the European
Councils and several other international venues) for the remaining years of the decade. Until the conventionally recognized
turning point of 1979–1980 – when the Volcker’s turn at the FED and the electoral victories by Margaret Thatcher and Ronald
Reagan sanctioned the ascent of ‘monetarism’ – all the institutions involved in these early attempts at global governance
would be torn by the clash between a waning Keynesian philosophy of full employment and the rising doctrine of price
stability so fiercely expounded by Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.
Soon after Puerto Rico the IMF loans to Great Britain and Italy would be made conditional upon the reduction of inflation
with strict ceilings to public expenditure. In November, at the European Council session in The Hague, Schmidt fulminated
once again that ‘the failure to get a grip on inflation’ was ‘the root of all current evils’ since it prevented a healthy growth of
investment. His statement that the new circumstances made ‘traditional Keynesian economics … irrelevant’ gained him the
(confidential) comment by British foreign secretary Anthony Crosland that Schmidt was ‘apocalyptic … and his views miles
to the right of Mrs. Thatcher!’74 What had started as an ad hoc attempt to rescue the West from its crisis was turning into a
profound redefinition of its economic, social and intellectual foundations.
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